OMEGA
MODULAR MULTITOUCH SYSTEM
XXXL TOUCHSCREENS
Round & curved touchscreens in any size or shape.

SEAMLESS DISPLAYS
True bezel-less touchscreens due to multiple *edge-blended* projections.

MULTIUSER INTERACTION
Unlimited touch points, users + object recognition.
INTEGRATED OBJECT RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY (PRINTABLE MARKERS)

Instead of complex menu structures, users can access the information in demand by simply placing any physical object on the touchscreen surface.
Offer your customers a multimedia experience in XXXL! Use OMEGA modules like puzzle-pieces to build interactive multitouch displays of any size and shape, integrated in tables and walls. Even round and curved surfaces can be transformed into huge seamless touchscreens.
SPECIFICATIONS

Display / Distance
47” Rear projection (98cm distance)

Projector
LCD (3000 ANSI Lumen)

Format / Resolution
16:10 / 1280 x 800px (FullHD on request)

Tracking technology
Unlimited touch points + object recognition

Mediaplayer
High-performance PC included

Software
Touchscreen CMS AppSuite pre-installed
DIMENSIONS

Weight
~27 kg

Voltage / Power
230 V / ~350 Watt
WHY
INTERACTIVE
SIGNAGE
TOUCHSCREEN
SOLUTIONS?

AMAZE YOUR CUSTOMERS
Deliver engaging interactive experiences at point of sale, information and entertainment.

EFFECTIVE INFOTAINMENT
Combine your message with interactive infotainment to reach your audience most effectively.

SELL MORE!
Get maximum awareness for your brands, products and services.

GET IN TOUCH
Get to know your customers and generate leads with interactive forms and feedback features.

MEASURE YOUR SUCCESS
Get insights about your most successful content to continuously optimize your solution.
MANN-FILTER @ AUTOMECHANIKA TRADE SHOW, FRANKFURT (GERMANY)

6x OMEGA modules, seamless s-shaped touchscreen, interactive product presentation with object recognition and multitouch control
BEIERSDORF EUCERIN FLAGSHIP STORE, HAMBURG (GERMANY)

3x OMEGA seamless multitouch wall with object recognition for interactive product information
HYUNDAI i30 ROADSHOW, GERMANY

OMEGA technology in an interactive rear window with interactive social media software
ASK FOR SPECIAL APP BUNDLES!

GREATER APPS. FOR GREATER TOUCH SOLUTIONS.
The first dedicated app platform for large-scale interactive signage touchscreens.

FREE DOWNLOAD HERE:
www.multitouch-appstore.com
MULTITOUCH TABLES & WALLS XXL

Find out more about our interactive technologies and products at:

www.eyefactive.com

BUY OR RENT

For permanent installations or temporary shows & events:

✉ CONTACT US AND GET FREE CONSULTATION!